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INTRODUCTION 
A Rickart C*-algebra is a C*-algebra within which the right annihilator 
of any element equals the principal right ideal generated by some projec- 
tion. These algebras were introduced by Rickart [ 163 and were named N1- 
A W*-algebras by Kaplansky [12]. In this paper we prove that Rickart 
C*-algebras have the property that left projections are equivalent to right 
projections. This was conjectured by Kaplansky in [12, p. 2491 and was 
solved by Handelman [9] in the finite case by using techniques exclusively 
from the theory of von Neumann regular rings. 
The main tool in this paper is the construction, for any Rickart 
C*-algebra A, of a closed ideal Z= Z(A) such that A/Z is a finite Rickart 
C*-algebra and Z is contained in every ideal K such that A/K is finite. This 
is inspired by [2] and in some sense is the analogue of the “finite by purely 
infinite” decomposition for A W*-algebras [ 12, Theorem 4.21. This enables 
us to use the result of Handelman to prove Kaplansky’s conjecture. By 
using our methods we also obtain a number of results on semihereditary 
C*-algebras. In particular we show that any monotone a-complete complex 
C*-algebra is semihereditary. 
All rings considered in this paper are associative with 1. Except where 
noted, the coefficients of the C*-algebras are assumed to be either real or 
complex. 
1. THE IDEAL ZAWXIATED TO A RICKART C*-ALGEBRA 
Let R be a ring with involution *. An element eo R is said to be a 
projection if e2 = e* = e and R is called a Rickart *-ring if for every x E R 
* This work was partially supported by CAICYT Grant 3556/83. 
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there exists a projection e in R generating the right annihilator of x, that is, 
r(x) = eR. Because of the involution, we have Z(x) = Rf for some projection 
f: The projections e, f depend on x only, 1 -e (1 -f) is called the right 
(left) projection of x and, as usual, we shall write 1 -e = RP(x), 1 -f = 
U(x). We denote by P(R) the set of projections of R partially ordered ,by 
e < f iff ef = e. If R is Rickart then P(R) is a lattice [4, p. 141. 
If e and f are projections in a *-ring R then we say that e and f are 
equivalent, e-f, if e = xx*, f = x*x for some x E R. R is finite if e N 1 
implies e = 1. 
A Rickart C*-algebra is a C*-algebra that is also a Rickart *-ring. In 
this case the set of projections forms an &complete lattice; that is, every 
countable set of projections has an inlimum and a supremum. 
Let A be any C*-algebra. Set P,(A)= u,“=, P(M,(A)). For e, f E 
P,(A), set e@f = (6 ~)EP,(A). If e, f EP,(A) then we say that e and f 
are equivalent, e N f, if (6 8) N (6 z) in some ring M,(A), for suitably sized 
zero matrices. We shall write e 5 f if there exists a projection f’ <f such 
that e N f ‘. 
If p is a subset of P(A) then we say that p is a p-ideal if, whenever 
e, f E p and g 5 e v f, we have ge p. If p is a p-ideal of a Rickart 
C*-algebra A and Z is the closed ideal generated by p, then I= 3 = pA 
[4, p. 139, Prop. 41. 
We shall use that a Rickart C*-algebra satisfies the following properties: 
(1) The parallelogram law, (P): e - e A f N e v f-f for every pair of 
projections e, f [4, Theorem 13.11. 
(2) The Schriider-Bernstein property: If e 6 f and f 6 e then e N f [4, 
p. 62, Corollary]. 
(3) Orthogonal N,-additivity of projections: Let {e,} and {fn} be 
sequences of orthogonal projections and set e = Ve,, f = V f,. If ef = 0 and 
e, w  f,, for all n, then e w  f [4, Lemma 11.41. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A be a Rickart F-algebra and set p = {e E P(A) ) 1$ 
e 5 1 }. Then p is a p-ideal. 
ProoJ: Clearly it suffices to see that if e, f E p then e v f E p. We have 
loevf-l@e@(evf-e)-l@e@(f-eAf) 5 l@(f-er\f)sl. 
So,evfep. 1 
LEMMA 1.2. Let A be a Rickart C*-algebra and let I be a closed ideal of 
A. Assume that Ve, E I for any sequence {e,} of projections such that e, E I 
for all n. Then A/I is a Rickart V-algebra. Moreover, I= pA = Ap, where 
p=P(A)nI and if {fn} is a sequence of projections of A, then Vf,, =A 
where f =Vf,. 
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Proof: Since 2 is a closed ideal, A/Z is a C*-algebra. We shall show that 
if x E Z then LP(x) E I. By [4, Prop. 22.51, Z is the closed ideal generated by 
its projections and so, by [4, Prop. 22.41, Z=s=z. Thus there exist 
pn E p and X,E A such that pnx, +x. Set p = VP,,. It follows easily that 
Ilx-pxll ~2 IIx-pp,x,,II so x=px. Thus LP(x)<p and by hypothesis 
LP(x) E p. It follows that A/Z is a Rickart C*-algebra and that Z= pA = Ap. 
Let (fn} be a sequence of projections of A and set f = V f,. Choose a 
projection g in A such that fn < g for all n. Set x = f - gf and note that 
xf, E Z for all n. Since LP(x) = VLP(xf,), we deduce that LP(x), and so x, 
belong to I. 1 
We say that a projection e is purely infinite if e - e @ e. A is purely infinite 
if 1 is a purely infinite projection. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A be a Rickart C*-algebra. Zf eE P(A) satisfies 
10 e N 1 then there exists a purely infinite projection f in A such that e <f: 
Proof: There exists a sequence of orthogonal projections e,, e2, . . . such 
that e - ei for all i. Put g = Vi”= 1 ei, g’ = Vi”= I ezi, g” = VzO ezi+ i. Then 
g = g’ + g” and g - g’ - g”. So g is a purely infinite projection. Now define 
f = e v g and observe that g<f=evg-gO(evg-g)*g0 
(e - e A g) 6 g 0 g - g, so f - g by the Schroder-Bernstein property. We 
deduce that f is a purely infinite projection such that e <f: m 
LEMMA 1.4. Let A be a Rickart C*-algebra, let f, < fi < a.. be a 
sequence of purely infinite projections in A and set f = V fi. Then f is a 
purely infinite projection. 
Proof. We construct inductively a sequence of orthogonal projections 
{ gn} such that 
(1) g, < f, for all n. 
(2) g,wfn-(gl + ... + g,)wf, for all n. 
We have fi= f,'+ f;' with f[- f;'-fi. Set g,= f; and note that 
g,-ff;'=f,-ggl-fi* 
Now assume that we have constructed g,, . . . . g,. Observe that 
Ml-(g1f ... +g,))+(f,+,-f,)-f,+(f,+,-f,)=f,+,. 
Thus there exists an orthogonal decomposition 
(fn-(g,+ ... +g,))+(f,+,-f,)=f,'+,+f,",* 
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with f;+i-fi+i-fn+i. Set gn+,=f;+i and observe that gn+i-fn+, 
while f,,+i-(gi+ ... +g,+,) = (fn-(g1+ ... +g”))+(L+l-fJ- 
f,r+,=fn)‘+,--fn+,. so, 813-v gn+ i satisfy the required conditions and 
therefore the induction works. 
Set g= V g,. We shall see that g is a purely infinite projection. Write 
g, = g; + gi + gr, where g, - gk - gz - gy. Set g’ = V g;, g” = V gi, 
g”’ = V gr. Then g = g’ + g” + g”’ and we shall show that, for example, g’ 
is purely infinite. Observe that g; - gi + gr, all n. By orthogonal No- 
additivity we get g’ - g” - g”’ and g’ - g” + g”‘. It follows that g’ - g’ @ g’. 
Similarly g” and g”’ are purely infinite projections and thus so is g. 
We complete the proof by showing that f - g. Clearly it suffices to prove 
that f- g 5 g. Set e, = g v f,, - g. Observe that e, < f - g for all n and 
f”<e,,+g. We deduce that f=Ve,+g and so Ve,=f-g. Now set 
h,=e, and, for n>2, h,=e, v ... v e,-e, v ... v e,-,. Then 
Vh,=f-g.Alsonotethath,=e,=gvf,-g-f,-f,~g~f,-g,and 
h, = e, v ... v en-e, v ... v en-,-en-en A (el v .a. v en_,) < en- 
fn - f, A g 6 g, for n 2 2. It follows that h, 5 g, for all n. By orthogonal 
K,-additivity, we have f - g 5 g, as desired. 1 
THEOREM 1.5. Let A be a Rickart C*-algebra. Let p = {ee P(A)1 10 
e N 1 } and let I be the closed ideal generated by p. Then A/I is a finite 
Rickart C*-algebra. Moreover, for any ideal K of A, A/K is directly finite if 
and only if I < K. 
Proof. Observe that by the Schriider-Bernstein property, p = 
{eEP(A)Il@e~l}. By Lemma 1.1, p is a p-ideal and so, by [4, 
Prop. 22.41, P(A) n I= p. We shall show that if (e,> is a sequence of 
projections in p then Ve, E p. Applying Lemma 1.3 we see that there exists 
a purely infinite projection fi such that e, <f,. Since f, v e, E p another 
application of Lemma 1.3 yields a purely infinite projection fi such that 
fi v e, < f2. In this way we construct a sequence fi < fi < . . . of purely 
infinite projections such that ei < fi for all i. Set f = Vfi. By Lemma 1.4, f 
is a purely infinite projection. Since Ve, <f, we obtain that Ve, E p. By 
Lemma 1.2, A/I is a Rickart C*-algebra and Z= pA = Ap. 
Assume that for a projection g in A we have 1 + I- g + I. By [4, 
Prop. 23.l(vi)] there exist orthogonal decompositions 1 = e, + e, and 
g= g, + g, such that e, - g, and ez, g,Ep. We have (l- g)0 
l-(l-g)@e,@e,-(l-g)@g,@e,510e,-1. So, 1-gcp and 
consequently A/Z is finite. 
Let H be an ideal of A such that Z & H and choose x E I- H. Observe 
that e := LP(x) E I- H. Consequently (1 + H) 0 (e + H) - 1 + H. It follows 
that A/H is a directly infinite ring. By [6], A/I has stable range 1, so any 
factor ring of A/Z is directly finite. It follows that, for any ideal K of A, A/K 
is directly linite if and only if I< K. 1 
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COROLLARY 1.6. Let A be a Rickart C*-algebra and let I be the closed 
ideal generated by p = (e E P(A) 110 e N 1 }. Then Z coincides with the inter- 
section of those maximal ideals M of A such that A/M is finite. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 1.5 and [ll, Theorem 3.1(a)]. 1 
2. RICKART C*-ALGEBRAS SATISFY LP- RP 
It will be useful to record the known relations between some properties 
for Rickart C*-algebras. 
If in a Rickart *-ring A we have LP(x) N RP(x) for all x in A, then we 
say that A satisfies LP- RP. 
A C*-algebra A satisfies polar (unitary) decomposition [4], if for all 
x E A, there exists a partial isometry (unitary) w  such that x = w(x*x)l/‘. 
A ring R is a right p.p. ring if every principal right ideal is projective; 
equivalently, for all a in R, there exists an idempotent e such that r(a) = eR. 
A ring R is right semihereditary if every finitely generated right ideal 
is projective; equivalently, M,(R) is right p.p. for n 2 1 [a]. The p.p. 
C*-algebras are exactly the Rickart C*-algebras [ 14, Theorem 261. 
Let A be a Rickart *-ring such that P(A) is &-complete. The 
equivalence is &,-additive in A if given sequences {e,} and { fn> of 
orthogonal projections such that e, w  f,, for all n, we have Ve, - V f,. The 
partial isometries are &-addable in A if given a sequence {w, > of partial 
isometries such that {WOWS} and {wow,,} are sequences of orthogonal 
projections, there exists a ljartial isometry w  in A such that ww,*w, = 
w, = w,w,*w for all n. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A be a Rickart V-algebra. Consider the following 
properties: 
(a) A is semihereditary. 
(b) M,(A) is a Rickart C*-algebra for n> 1. 
(c) For a, b E A, we have (aa* + bb*)‘l’A = aA + bA. 
(d) A satisfies polar decomposition. 
(e) The partial isometries are &-addable in A. 
(f) A satisfies LPN RP. 
(g) The equivalence is &-additive in A. 
Then (a) o (b) o (c) * (d) o (e) * (f) o (g). Moreover, ifA isfinite and 
complex, then (e) * (a). 
Proof (a) e (b). This follows from [ 14, Theorem 261. 
(a) * (d). See [ 15, Lemma 3.51. 
481/120/2-13 
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(a)*(c). We know that M,(A) satisfies polar decomposition, so 
[; i] M,(A)=([;f :I[; t]*)“‘M2(,4). This gives the result. 
(c) =z. (a). Since every finitely generated right ideal is principal we see 
that A is semihereditary. 
(e) G- (d). See [4, p. 276, Exercise 11, Sect. 201. 
(d)*(e). Let (w,,) b e a sequence of partial isometries such that 
{w, w,* } and { w,* w,} are sequences of orthogonal projections and set 
e, = w,w,*, f, = w,*w, all n. Put a = C w,/~“E A. Then, a = (aa*)‘12w with 
w  E eAf, where e = Ve,, f = Vf,,. Since (au*)“* = 1 e,/2”, it follows that 
e, w  = w, and wf, = w, for all n. So the partial isometries are &-addable 
in A. 
(e) =z. (g). Obvious. 
(g) = (f). See [4, p. 276, Exercise 11, Sect. 201. 
(0 =- (8). Let Ien> and {.L> b e se q uences of orthogonal projections 
such that e, -f, for all n. Choose x, E e,Af, such that x,x,* = e, and 
x,*x, =f, and set x = C x,/2”. It is easily seen that M(x) = Ve,, and 
RP(x) = Vf,. Thus Ve, N V fn. 
Assume now that A is a finite complex Rickart C*-algebra such that the 
partial isometries are &-addable in A. It follows as in the proof of [lo, 
Theorem 7.71 that A is semihereditary. 1 
Recall that a finite Rickart C*-algebra A has a classical ring of quotients 
R which is a von Neumann regular ring [3]. This ring is an &continuous 
regular ring [9] and the involution of A extends uniquely to a proper 
involution on R, so that R is *-regular [13]. For the general theory of 
von Neumann regular rings we refer the reader to [S]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a Rickart * -ring satisfying the parallelogram law. 
Let e,, e2, f be projections in A such that e, and e, are orthogonal and 
f 5 e, + e2. Then there exists an orthogonal decomposition f = f, + f2 with 
f, Se, andf26e2. 
Proof Obviously we can assume that f < e, + e2. Set g = e2 A J 
h=e, v f -e, and note that g<e, and h<e,. Now we have h+g= 
(e2 v f -e,)+e, A f -(f -e, A f)+e2 A f =f by the parallelogram law. 
Hence the result follows. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. Let A be a Rickart V-algebra and let e E P(A) such that 
l-eSe.Zff~P(A)satisfies l@f-1, thene@f-e. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.2 we can write f = f, + f2, where f, 5 e and 
f2 5 1 -e 6 e. So we see that we can assume that f < e. Let Z(eAe) be the 
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ideal associated to eAe. Then we have F@e@j’-t?@~.?, Since 
M,(eAe/Z(eAe)) is directly finite by [9, Theorem 4.1(b)], we deduce that 
f = 0 and so fc Z(eAe). This implies that e of- e, as desired. 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Let x be an element of the Rickart C*-algebra A. Zf 
e=LP(x), f=RP(x),ander\ f=O, thene-J 
Proof: Note that evf-f-e-eAf=e. So there exists 
wE(evf-f)Ae such that ww*=evf-f, w*w=e. Set y=wx and 
observe that LP( y) = e v f-f and RP( y) = J: Thus LP( y) and RP( y) are 
orthogonal. Since the equivalence is orthogonally &additive it follows as 
in [4, p. 276, Exercise 11, Sect. 201 that LP( y) N RP( y). Consequently we 
conclude that e - f: m 
THEOREM 2.5. If A is a Rickart C*-algebra then A satisfies LPN RP. 
Proof Let x E A and set e = LP(x), f = RP(x). Clearly we may assume 
that evf=l. Observe that l-e=evf-e-f-eAf and l-f= 
evf-f-e-eA$ Also we have LP((e-eAf)x)=e-eAf and 
RP(x(f-eAf))=f-e~f:ApplyingLemma2.4weseethate-er\f= 
LP((e-e A f)x)-RP((e-e A f)x)<f and f-e A f =RP(x(f -e A f)) 
N LP(x(f - e A f )) < e. Let Z= Z(A) be the ideal constructed in Section 1. 
We note that e= LP(X) and f= RP(x) in A/Z. By [9, Theorem 4.1(c)], 
2-J: So there exist orthogonal decompositions e = e, + e2 and f = fi + f2 
such that e,wfi and e2, f2 EZ. By Lemma 2.3 we have e@ f2 me and 
f 0 e2 -J: So we obtain 
e-e@f2we,0e20f2-f18e20f2-fee,-J 
Hence e w  f and consequently LPN RP holds in A. [ 
We shall denote the unity of M,(A) by 1, and we shall write n. e for 
e@ Jy! @e. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let A be a Rickart F-algebra, set p = { ge P(A) 110 
g- l}, and let n be a positive integer. Zf h E P(M,(A)) satisfies 1, @h N 1, 
then there exists a projection e E p such that h N e. 
Proof. Set Z= ApA. By Theorem 1.5, A/Z is a finite Rickart C*-algebra. 
We have M,(A)/M,(Z)EM,,(A/Z) so M,(A)/M,(Z) is finite by [9, 
Theorem 4.1(b)]. It follows that h E M,(Z). Consequently there exists g E p 
such that g N g@ g and h 5 n . g. It follows that h 5 g and so there exists 
eEZsuch that h-e. 1 
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THEOREM 2.7. Let A be a Rickart C*-algebra, let e and f be projections 
of A, and let n be a positive integer. 
(a) If n.eSn.f then esf: 
(b) Zfn.e-n.f then e-f 
Proof (a) Clearly we can assume that e v f = 1. Set p = 
{ g E P(A) 1 10 g - 1 } and let Z be the closed ideal generated by p. In A/Z we 
have n s F 5 n .J: By [ 11, Corollary 2.21, F sf in the classical ring of 
quotients of A/Z. It follows as in [9, Proof of Theorem 4.11 that F 5f in 
A/Z. Thus we have orthogonal decompositions e = e, + e2, f = f, + fi such 
that e, -fi and e,Ep. Observe that l=evf-f@(evf-f)- 
f@(e-e ,vf) and so 1,-n .f@n.(e-e A f)S2n.f: Let hG2n.f be a 
projection such that e2 -h and note that, since 1,s 2n. f and e2 E p, we 
have 2n f f @ h 5 2n .J By applying Lemma 2.6 to fAf we get a projection 
g<fsuchthath-gandf@g-f:Hencee,-gandthusf@e,-f:We 
have e-e,@e,sf@e,-J Therefore e5J 
(b) It follows from (a) that e 5 f and f 5 e. By the Schriider-Bernstein 
property we have e -f: 1 
As a consequence of Theorem 2.7 we see that if e is a projection of a 
purely infinite Rickart C*-algebra such that n . e - 1 for some n > 1, then 
e N 1. This is an improvement of [15, Lemma 3.121. 
3. MATRIX RINGS OVER COMPLEX RICKART C*-ALGEBRAS 
In this section we show that if A is a complex Rickart C*-algebra that 
satisfies polar decomposition then A is semihereditary and M,(A) is a 
Rickart C*-algebra for all n. In particular this applies to monotone a-com- 
plete C*-algebras. 
We start with some results on “lifting units.” We say that a C*-algebra A 
is spectral [7, p. 1361 if for t = t* in A, there exists an increasing sequence 
PI <p2< ... of projections such that p,, E tA, pn commutes with t and 
p,, t + t. Obviously all C*-algebra images of a spectral C*-algebra are 
spectral. By [7, Prop. 111.17.11, A is a Rickart C*-algebra if and only if A is 
spectral and all countable orthogonal sets of projections of A possess 
suprema. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a F-algebra and let Z be a closed ideal of A. 
(a) (Menal) Positive units of A/Z lif to positive units of A. 
(b) If A is spectral and u is a unitary of AJZ then there exists a partial 
isometry w  E A such that W = u. 
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Proof (a) Let R be a positive unit of A/I. Note that m = X so 
that we can assume that x is positive. In particular, 1 + x is invertible. Since 
ll(i+R)-‘11 <l there exists UEZ such that 11(1+x)-‘+a[/ ~1. Thus 
II1 - ((1 +x)-‘x--a)11 = /I(1 +x)-l +all < 1. It follows that (1 +x)-lx-~ 
is invertible. Consequently, x - (1 + x)a E x + Z is invertible. 
(b) Choose XE A such that z= U. Since A is spectral there exists a 
projection p E (xx*)“*A such that 
11(xX*)“* - p(xx*)“*ll < 1. 
It follows that I/i -pII < 1 and so p = i. Let ZE pAp be such that 
z(xx*)“* = (xx*)“* z = p and set w  = zx. We have ww* = zxx*z = p* = p. It 
follows that w  is a partial isometry. On the other hand G = ZX = p7 = X. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be any Rickart C*-algebra and let e be a projection 
such that there exists an orthogonal decomposition e = e, + e2, where 
e, 5 f 5 e for a purely infinite projection f: Then there exists an orthogonal 
decomposition e2 = e; + e; such that e, + e; -J: , 
Proof By Lemma 2.2 we have an orthogonal decomposition f = f, + f2 
such that fi 5 e, and f2 N e; < e2. Wehavef=f,+f2Se,+e;Sf$f-f: 
Hence e, +e;-f: 1 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A be a Rickart C*-algebra and let Z be a closed 
ideal of A such that for any projection e E I there exists a purely infinite 
projection g E Z such that e < g. 
(i) The unitaries of A/I ltft to unitaries of A. 
(ii) The units of A/I ltft to units of A. 
Proof: (i) Let u be a unitary of A/Z. By Lemma 3.1(b) there exists a 
partial isometry w  E A such that W = u. Set e = ww*, f = w*w. By hypothesis 
there exists a purely infinite projection gel such that 1 -e < g and 
l-f~g.Observethatl-g~eandl-g~fandthat(l-g)wisapar- 
tial isometry representing u. Set w*( 1 - g)w = fi <J Observe that 1 - fi = 
l-f+(f-fi)=l-f+w*(e-(l-g))wsg@ggg. So l-fi5g and 
by applying Lemma 3.2 we obtain an orthogonal decomposition 
f,=fl+f;’ such that (l-fi)+f;-g. Note that (l- f,)+f{-g- 
g+wf{w*. So there exists w’E(g+wf;w*)A((l-f,)+f,‘) such that 
w’w’* = g + wf;w* and w’*w’ = (1 -f,) + f,‘. Set u = wf; + w’. It is easily 
seen that uu* = u*u = 1. On the other hand note that 1 - fi 6 g and f[ 5 g 
so that l-f;‘=(l-fi)+f;EZand w’EI. It follows that 17=+=u. 
(ii) If y E A/Z is a unit then y = zu, where z is a positive unit and u is a 
unitary. Thus the result follows from Lemma 3.1(a) and (i). 1 
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In particular, if Z is the ideal constructed in Section 1 then units of A/Z 
lift to units of A. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A be a Rickart F-algebra and let Z be the closed 
ideal generated by p = ( g E P(A) I 10 g N 1 }. 
(a) A satisfies polar decomposition if and only if A/Z satisfies polar 
decomposition. 
(b) A is semihereditary if and only if A/Z is semihereditary. 
Proof: (a) Obviously if A satisfies polar decomposition so does A/Z. 
Assume that A/Z satisfies polar decomposition. By Proposition 2.1, A 
satisfies polar decomposition iff the partial isometries are &-addable in A. 
Let (wn} be a sequence of partial isometries of A such that {WOWS} and 
{ wzw,} are sequences of orthogonal projections. Set e, = w,w,* and 
e = Ve,. Write d = A/Z. By Lemma 1.2 we have F = Ve,. Since AfZ is a 
finite Rickart C*-algebra satisfying polar decomposition, it follows as in 
the proof of [ 10, Corollary 6.41 that there exists a unitary x E A/Z such that 
2,x= W,. By Proposition 3.3(i) there exists a unitary UE A such that ii= x. 
Observe that e, u - wn E Z all n. Set g, = LP(e,u - w,) and note that g, < e, 
and g,,EZ for all n. We have (e,- g,)(e,u- w,) = 0 and so (e,- gJu= 
(e,-gg,)w,.Ontheotherhand, (gnwn)(gnwn)*=gnwnwn*gn=gne,g,=g, 
so that g, w, are partial isometries. Set g: = w,*g,, w,, g = V g,, g’ = V g;. 
As in the proof of 1.5, g, g’ EZ. By using Lemma 1.3 we obtain a purely 
infinite projection f E A such that g v g’ <J Since fAf z M,(fAf) for all 
k, fAf is semihereditary so by Proposition 2.1 the partial isometries are N,- 
addable in fAf: It follows that there exists a partial isometry v E gAg’ such 
that g,o = gnwn, all n. Set w  = u + (e - g)u. By using e, g = g, we obtain 
e,w=e,u+e,(e-g)u=g,u+(e,-g,)u=g,w,+(e,-gg,)w,=w,, all n. 
Also it is easily seen that ww,*w, = w,. Consequently we conclude that A 
satisfies polar decomposition. 
(b) If A is semihereditary then by Proposition 2.1, any finitely generated 
right ideal is principal. Hence the same condition holds in A/Z. Since A/Z is 
a Rickart C*-algebra, we conclude that A/Z is semihereditary. 
Conversely assume that A/Z is semihereditary. By Proposition 2.1 it 
s&ices to see that (aa* + bb*)“*A=aA + bA for elements a, bE A. 
Set c = (aa* + bb*)“*, e = LP(c) = RP(c) = LP(a) v LP(b), C= (c}” and 
choose orthogonal projections e, E C and elements y, E e,C such that 
Ve,=e and cyn=en, all n. Set E,=(z “,), E=(; g), W,=(J’;;” J’$) and 
observe that W,, W,* = E,. So { W,,} . is a sequence of partial isometries of 
M,(A) and it is easily seen that ( W,, Wz} and { W,* W,,} are sequences of 
orthogonal projections of M,(A). Consequently { F” FP’,* } and { FP: FP”} 
are sequences of orthogonal projections of M,(A)/M,(Z) g M,(A/Z). Since 
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A/I is semihereditary it follows from Proposition 2.1 that the partial 
isometries are &addable in M,(A/Z). So there exists a partial isometry 
U E M,(A/Z) such that i?,, U = @n and UU* = E. We can choose zl, z2 E eA 
such that ( 2 $) = U. Observe that 
Yn:=(‘a i)(; ;)-(y;a $pM,(I). 
It follows that there exists a projection H,,eM,(Z) such that 
M,(A)( 1 -H,) = I( Y,). Note that H,, < (3 8) so that H, = (k i) with 
h, <e, and h,, E I. We observe that 
Now, {H,, Wn} is a sequence of partial isometries in M,(I) and 
consequently there exists a partial isometry (2 “0’) E M,(Z) such that 
where h = Vh,, and 
(“0” @J(; “d)=(hy 
Set W= (z 3) + ((e-t)zl (c-t)Q). 
- 
0 
1 0 ’ 
k ynb 
) 0 (2) 
By using (1) and (2) we get E, W= W,. Also it is easy to see that 
WW* = E. It follows easily that (; 8) = (6 8) W and so (6 E) = (; i) W*. 
Thus (0” t)M,(A) = (@*+gbb*)” g)M,(A) and consequently aA + bA = 
(aa* + bb*)“‘A. 1 
THEOREM 3.5. Zf A is a complex Rickart (?-algebra that satisfies polar 
decomposition then A is semihereditary and M,(A) is a Rickart (Y-algebra 
for all n 2 1. 
Proof: Let Z be the closed ideal generated by {g E P(A) 110 g N 1). By 
Theorem 3.4(a), A/I satisfies polar decomposition. Since A/I is a complex 
finite Rickart C*-algebra, Proposition 2.1 yields that A/Z is semihereditary. 
So by Theorem 3.4(b), A is semihereditary. Finally by Proposition 2.1, 
M,(A) is a Rickart C*-algebra for all n > 1. n 
A C*-algebra is monotone o-complete if every bounded increasing 
sequence of elements of the positive cone has a least upper bound. All 
monotone o-complete C*-algebras are obviously Rickart, and it is 
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not known whether the converse is true. By [lS, Theorem 2.31 every 
C*-algebra admits a regular o-completion. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A be a monotone o-complete complex C*-algebra. 
Then A is semihereditary and M,(A) is a Rickart C*-algebra for all n 2 1. 
Proof. Any monotone a-complete complex C*-algebra satisfies polar 
decomposition [lo, Theorem 6.21. So the result follows from 
Theorem 3.5. 1 
It is an open question whether complex Rickart C*-algebras are 
semihereditary. By Theorems 3.4 and 3.5, if any complex finite Rickart 
C*-algebra satisfies polar decomposition, then the answer to this question 
is affirmative. Also, it is proved in [7, Theorem 111.16.91 that a complex 
finite Rickart C*-algebra without one-dimensional representations is 
semihereditary. 
4. MATRIX RINGS OVER REAL RICKART C*-ALGEBRAS 
It is well known that there exist real Rickart C*-algebras such that their 
matrix rings are not Rickart. The typical example is the algebra of bounded 
complex sequences that are real at infinity [4, Exercise 55.21. In this 
section we show that if A does not have homomorphic images isomorphic 
to IR, @, or W then A is semihereditary and all matrix rings are Rickart. By 
using slight modifications of techniques developed by Handelman [8] we 
also prove some related results on Rickart *-rings. 
Let T be a ring with involution *. Recall that * is said to be n-positive 
definite if C;= I x,x: = 0 implies x, = . . = x, = 0. The involution * is said 
to be proper if it is l-positive definite; and if * is n-positive definite for all n, 
then we say that * is positive definite. 
Let (T, *) be a rational algebra with positive definite involution. An 
element t of T is bounded if there exists a finite subset {si) of T and a 
positive integer n so that 
tt* + C sist = n . 1. 
The collection of all bounded elements of T is a rational *-subalgebra of 
T [ 171, which we shall denote by Tb. If R is a *-regular ring with positive 
definite involution then R is a Q-algebra [ 17, Lemma 21. 
PROWSITION 4.1 [ 10, Proposition 7.21. Let R be a *-regular ring with 
positive definite involution and let T be a *-subring of R. 
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(a) M,(R) is a *-regular ring with the *-transpose involution. 
(b) (M,(R)), = Mn(Rd 
(c) If Rb c T then M,(T) is a Rickart *-ring and M,(T) contains all 
the partial isometries of M,(R). 
LEMMA 4.2 [3]. Let T be a Rickart *-ring such that T has a classical 
ring of quotients R. Then R is *-regular and T contains all projections of R. 
Proof Clearly the involution on T extends to R. If a-lb = x E R then 
rR(x) = rdb)R = (1 - RP(b)) R. Hence R is a Rickart *-ring that is its own 
classical ring of quotients. By [ 3, Lemma 2.23 R is *-regular. If p = a - ‘b is 
a projection of R then (1 - p)R = rR(p) = (1 - RP(b)) R (where RP(b) is 
computed in T) and so p = RP(b) E T. Therefore any projection of R lies 
in T. 1 
LEMMA 4.3. Let T be a Rickart * -ring and assume that there exists a 
*-regular ring R with 2-positive definite involution such that T is a *-subring 
of R and P(M,( T)) = P(M,(R)). Then R is the classical ring of quotients 
of T. Moreover, tf XE R, then (1 +x*x)-‘, x(1 +x*x)-’ E T so that 
x=x(1 +x*x)-‘[(l +x*x)-‘]-‘. 
Proof Since the involution on R is 2-positive definite, 1 + y*y is inver- 
tible for all y E R. Given x E R we define P E M,(R) by 
p= (1 +x*x)-’ (1 +x*x)-lx* 
( x(1 +x*x)-’ x(1 +x*x)-lx* > . 
It is easily seen that P is a projection of M,(R). So P E M2( T) and 
consequently (1 + x*x)-i, x(1 + x*x)-’ E T. Thus x = x(1 + x*x)-‘. 
[( 1 +x*x)-‘]-’ and since R is its own classical ring of quotients we 
deduce that R is the classical ring of quotients of T. 1 
Recall that a * -ring T is said to be *-Pythagorean if for x, y E T there 
exists z E T such that xx* + yy* = zz*. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let T be a ring with involution and assume that there 
exists a *-regular ring Q such that M,(T) is a *-subring of Q and 
P(M,( T)) = P(Q). Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) M,(T) is a Rickart *-ring that satisfies LPN RP for all n 2 1. 
(b) M,(T) is a Rickart *-ring that satisfies LP - RP. 
(c) If eE P( T) and x, y E T satisfy xx* + yy* E eTe then there exists 
zEeTe such that xx* + yy* =zz*. 
Proof (a) * (b). Obvious. 
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(b) = (c). First we observe that if S is a Rickart *-ring that satisfies 
LPN RP and x E S, e E P(S) satisfy xx* E eSe then there exists z E eSe such 
that xx* = zz*. For, note that we can assume that e = LP(x). Set 
f= RP(x). Since e N f there exists w  E eSf such that e = ww* and f = w*w. 
Put z = xw*. Clearly z E eSe and zz* = xx*. 
Now let x, y E T, e E P( T) be such that xx* + yy* E eTe. Set E= (; 8) 
and X= (6 6). Then XEM~(T), EE P(M,(T)) and XX* E EM,(T)E. By the 
above observation there exists Z E EM,( T)E such that XX* = ZZ*. This 
implies that Z = (6 E), where z E eTe and xx* + yy* = zz*, as desired. 
(c) => (a). By Lemma 4.3, T has a classical ring of quotients R and 
Q 2 M,(R). Moreover, if XE R, then (1 +x*x)-‘, x(1 +x*x)-’ E T. By 
using that T is an order in R it is easily seen that R is *-Pythagorean. It 
follows that the involution on R is positive definite. We claim that Rb E T. 
If x E R, then since R is *-Pythagorean there exist y E R and n > 0 such that 
xx* + yy* = n . 1. The element 
is a projection of M,(R) and so PE M2( T). Thus x*x E T and so 
x =x( 1+ x*x)-‘( 1 + x*x) E T. This proves the claim. 
By Lemma 4.1(c), M,(T) is a Rickart *-ring and M,(T) contains 
all the partial isometries of M,(R). Assume that xx* E eRe, where XE R 
and eEP(R)=P(T). Since (l+xx*)-‘XET we have (l+xx*)-’ 
xx*(l + xx*))’ E eTe. It follows that there exists b E eTe such that bb* = 
(1 +xx*)-‘xx*(l +xx*))‘. Set z=(l +xx*)b. Then z=(e+xx*)bEeRe 
and zz* = xx*. By [l, Lemma 1.11 R satisfies LP- RP (warning: in [l] 
property LP- RP is denoted by LP 2 RP). Since R is *-Pythagorean it 
follows from [ 1, Theorem 1.123 that M,(R) satisfies LP N RP for all n 2 1. 
Since M,(T) contains all partial isometries of M,(R) we see that M,(T) 
satisfies LP - RP for all n 2 1. 1 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let T be a Rickart *-ring satisfying LP- RP such that 
T has a classical ring of quotients and assume that TZ M,(S) for some 
m > 1 and some ring S. Then M,(T) is a Rickart *-ring that satis$es 
LP-RPforalln21. 
Proof Since T satisfies LP- RP we have T & M,(S), where s’ is a 
*-ring. The result follows by applying Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.4. 1 
Let T be a * -ring. We say that T is a Baer *-ring if for every subset 
XE T there exists a projection e E R such that r(X) = eT (and so I(X) = Tf 
for some projection f of T). Obviously a Baer *-ring is Rickart, and the 
partially ordered set P(R) is in fact a complete lattice. 
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The following theorem is an improvement of a result of Handelman [8, 
Theorem 4.61. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let T be a Baer * -ring satisfying LP- RP. If T has no 
nonzero central abelian projections, then M,,(T) is a Baer *-ring satisfying 
LP-RPforalln>1. 
Proof We have T= T1 x T2 where T, is finite and Tz has no nonzero 
central finite projections [4, Sect. 151. By [4, p. 104, Corollary] 
T, !? M,(T,) and so M,(T,) is a Baer * -ring that satisfies LP- RP for all 
n > 1. On the other hand, T, = A x B, where A is type I and B is type II [4, 
Sect. 151. By [4, p. 121, Corollary], B g M2(gBg) for some projection 
g E B. By applying [8, Proposition 2.91 we see that B is strongly modular, 
that is, r(a) = 0 implies aB <, B for all a E B. Now [8, Theorem 2.31 yields 
that we can extend the involution from B to its maximal ring of right 
quotients Q and B contains all the projections of Q. It follows from the 
proof of Theorem 4.4 that Qb E B and so M,(Qb) = M,(Q)t, E M,(B) c 
M,(Q). By [8, Theorem 4.51, M,(Q) is a Baer *-ring satisfying LP- RP. 
Therefore we deduce that M,(B) is a Baer *-ring satisfying LP - RP. 
By [4, Theorem 18.21 there exists a sequence {h,} of central projections 
of A such that (i) the h, are orthogonal, (ii) Vh,= l,, (iii) h,A is either 0 
or of type Z,. Since A has no nonzero central abelian projections, h, = 0. 
Hence there exist orthogonal projections e,, e2, e3 EA such that 
e,+e,+e,=l, and e,se,-e,. As above we deduce that M,(e,Ae,) is a 
Baer *-ring satisfying LP- RP ,for all n. Since M,(A) is *-isomorphic 
to a corner ring of M,,(e,Ae,), we see that M,(A) is also a Baer *-ring 
satisfying LP N RP for all n 2 1. 1 
The complex case of the following theorem is [ 10, Theorem 7.81. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let A be a real finite Rickart C*-algebra such that either 
of the following conditions hold: 
(i) A is an n x n matrix ring over another ring for some n > 1, or 
(ii) M,(A) is a Rickart V-algebra. 
Then A has the following properties: 
(a) M,(A) is a real finite Rickart C*-algebra for all m 2 1. 
(b) A is semihereditary. 
(c) A satisfies unitary decomposition. 
Proof By [3, Theorem 3.1(i)], A has a classical ring of quotients. Since 
A satisfies LP- RP, (a) follows from Corollary 4.5. On the other hand, (b) 
follows from Proposition 2.1 and, since A satisfies polar decomposition by 
Proposition 2.1, (c) follows as in [ 10, Corollary 6.41. 1 
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THEOREM 4.8. Let A be a real Rickart C*-algebra and assume that A 
does not have homomorphic images isomorphic to [w, @, or E-U. Then A is a 
semihereditary ring and M,(A) is a Rickart C*-algebra for all n > 1. 
Proof: Let I be the closed ideal generated by {g E P(A) 110 g - 1 }. 
Since A/Z has no division ring homomorphic images, it follows as in the 
proof of [7, Theorem 111.16.91 that there exist orthogonal projections 
P,,P~,P~-W such that i=p,+p2+p3 and P&P~-P,. BY 
Theorem 4.7, p1 (A/Z) p, is semihereditary. Since A/Z is Morita-equivalent 
to pI(A/Z)pl we see that A/Z is semihereditary. So the result follows from 
Theorem 3.4(b) and Proposition 2.1. 1 
We close by asking whether real Rickart C*-algebras satisfying polar 
decomposition are semihereditary. By Theorem 3.4 it suffices to prove this 
in the finite case. 
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